Cadillac cts starter problems

Cadillac CTS owners have reported 11 problems related to car will not start under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The car will not start and I
have to bypass the ignition with a jumper in the fusebox. See all problems of the Cadillac CTS.
My car was in motion on the interstate. The car is used but excellent condition and recently
purchased. I felt a jolt got off the next exit and car will not start, all batteries come on,
everything else works. Tl the contact owns a Cadillac Cts. When attempting to start the vehicle,
all of the instrument panel gauges were illuminated and the vehicle would not start. The key
became stuck in the ignition as well. The dealer barksdale Cadillac: adcock drive, ridgeland, ms
informed the contact that the vehicle would have to brought to them. The manufacturer was not
notified. The failure mileage was 67, Tl-the contact owns a Cadillac Cts. The battery became
inoperable and the vehicle failed to start. While turning the signal light handle failed to engage
in position. Additionally, the dashboard leather was curling. There was a abnormal rumbling
noise while reversing. The steering wheel message was displayed. There were no warning lights
illuminated. The vehicle was towed to conklin fangman Cadillac main st lot b, kansas city, mo
where the battery was recharged but, was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
contacted who referred contact to local dealer. The failure mileage was 7, I bought the car as
new with miles. Around miles the vehicle wouldn't start. Roadside assistance had to replace the
battery on 3 different occasions from to The battery was completely down,no cells, can't be
charged. The car was parked each time. Dealer and gm couldn't find the problem. No feedback
from them. Dealer kept the car from until Still no valid explanation the problem. They said they
can't duplicate it. The contact owns a Cadillac Cts. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to
start and only started after numerous attempts. The failure was not diagnosed nor was the
vehicle repaired. The contact received a notification for recall NHTSA campaign number: 14v
electrical system ; however, the part was unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was , The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start when the
ignition switch was turned. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the technician was unable
to find a failure. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was I
purchased a Cts in may of There was approximately 30, miles on the car. There is now 52, miles
on the car. My concern is that since having the car on four occasions the car has failed to start.
The dashboard goes black, the first time we thought it was the battery, but when the battery was
tested we were told it was fine. The other times it was taken to the dealership for repair. No clear
explanation was given for the breakdown. The problem is that car goes dead the dash panel is
black and silent. There are no significant events leading to the failure. I was driving the vehicle
and was hit from behind and went into a curb. My airbags did not deploy and the car would not
restart. The engine completely shut off. The car continue to have problems with the engine and
smoking after it was repaired by a gm dealer. We had to turn the car in and file bankruptcy after
it stopped working. On Aug. Car had to be towed to dealer for 8 day repair of computer and
replacement of transmission. Few days later car had to go back to dealer due to transmission
not shifting properly, out of commission for days again. After picking vehicle up, car would not
start in garage and had to be towed to dealership again, picked up car a couple of days later,
next day would not start again and had to be towed. At dealership for 6 more days. When picked
up dealership refused to give us a service ticket showing the problem and what they did.
Service manager stated that he would not give us "ammunition" to give to a lemon law attorney.
Dealership tried to lay entire blame on the car's aftermarket sirius radio addition which had
been in place and worked perfectly since car was new. Low coolant message three times in my
Cadillac Cts dic. Dealer found nothing wrong, but added antifreeze every time. Antifreeze under
the car took to dealer, antifreeze leaking from oil cooler plate. Car would not start even after a
jump. Needed new ignition relay and battery. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Battery Dead problems.
Battery problems. Ignition problems. Dashboard Failed problems. There are many different
issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the assumption that you are
looking for a way to get your Cadillac CTS started now, and is meant to provide you with
practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways that a vehicle will
not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular situation. But, there are less
things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start. Here are some of the most
common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables are not necessarily
the most likely issue to cause your CTS to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose.
You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables connect. If there appears to be green
or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help get you back on the road. If your
battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your CTS will not start. You can take
your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still

holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to start your
CTS. When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you are
stuck somewhere and are trying to start your CTS, the old beat the starter with a hammer trick is
not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that can
cause your CTS to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run. It
is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code. It
is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any
trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine.
By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed
diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber,
the CTS will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but
not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can
be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires,
computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go
bad, it can be impossible for your CTS to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that
have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal them.
There are occasions where this security system will cause the CTS to not start. There are a lot
of issues that can cause your CTS to not start. There are many reasons that your CTS may not
start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough time and patience, you
can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the battery
cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your CTS to not start, they are some of
the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the
starter, your CTS will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you need to look at. Ignition
Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues.
Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in.
The battery is in good condition, I have miles. It was towed to the dealer, but by the time they
got to the car it started for them. It sat over the weekend at the dealer. We had to wait 4 hours
before it was towed and during our wait we tried to start it and it would only click. The key fob
was in the usual place and again the battery is in good condition. Has anyone else experienced
this? The dealer says my car is the only one doing this. I feel so lucky. Thanks for your time and
help deb. If the dealership is seemingly not competent to deal with this repair issue on a car
with a warranty, then you need to kick this up to the GM Zone Represntative. Incidentally, no
matter what diagnoses are offered by well-meaning people in this forum, the dealership will not
accept a diagnosis from
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you. I purchased a CTS 5 weeks ago and have gotten very little use from it. For some reason
the theft deterrent module prevents the vehicle from starting. When problem first started, I had
the module replaced with a new part. The first time starting the car after leaving the dealer, the
problem still occurred. I had the vehicles entire systems put on the diagnostic testers and they
could come up with nothing. The new part was tested to see if defected. They erased all codes
and reset them, including both keys, etc. Once again, upon leaving the dealership, I stopped at
the grocery and then the car would not start. I am so frustrated, as well as the dealer. The
second time I had to do this, it ran the battery dead and I had to install a semi-permanent
chargery on to the battery that I can just plug into a socket in my garage. In the meantime, no
one can figure out what is wrong and I am unable to use the car. Have you had any success with
your problem? Can anyone else shed light on this?

